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Note:  This CueTip assumes you are already familiar with creating commands, defining parameter sets 

and adding new checklist steps to the library via GeoCue’s Environment Builder toolset. 

Introduction 

Python scripts offer a convenient method for integrating custom scripts into a GeoCue workflow.  To 

facilitate calling a Python script from a GeoCue checklist step there is a command in the GeoCue library 

called PythonSurrogate.exe.  The PythonSurrogate executable is installed in the GeoCue Client install 

folder as part of the normal GeoCue installation routine, no separate install is required.  

PythonSurrogate takes a Python script name as the first parameter on the command line followed by 

any additional parameters required by the script.  To implement a Python script call via PythonSurrogate 

do the following (see the screenshot on the next page for an example): 

1. Open Environment Builder and create a new command such as CALL_MY_PYTHON_SCRIPT. 

2. Set the command to call the External Component “[GeoCue\GeoCue 

Client]PythonSurrogate.exe”. 

3. Create a parameter set that contains the full UNC path and name of your Python script and add 

this as the first Assigned Parameter Set.  A common practice is to add a \PythonScript subfolder 

to the GeoCue Common folder and use it as a repository for all of your scripts.  This will ensure 

scripts are accessible from all GeoCue Client machines. 

4. Add any additional parameter sets required for your script.  Note parameters can also be passed 

as additional parameters from the checklists step definition itself. 

5. Configure the rest of the command settings for distributed processing, lock settings, error codes 

etc. as per normal guidelines for creating custom GeoCue commands.  Distributed processing 

can be enabled for Python scripts provided the normal requirements for dispatching are 

observed (no GUI, target machines capable of running the script independently etc.).   

6. Create a checklist step in your library that calls your CALL_MY_PYTHON_SCRIPT command; add 

this step to the desired checklist in your workflow. 

7.  

Requirements: 

Please note the following requirements when integrating Python scripts. 

 Python must be installed on the target machine where the script will run.  GeoCue supports all 

current versions of Python.  The script will be run using the latest version of Python installed on 

a particular machine.  GeoCue will check for a 64-bit version first before defaulting to a 32-bit 

version. 
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 If you plan to dispatch your scripts to remote machines, be sure to verify there are no GUI or 

user input requirements for the script otherwise the task will timeout and an error will be 

thrown. 

 If output files are generated by the script, they can be attached back to the entities in GeoCue 

using the normal output file naming configuration on the command configuration.  This does 

require the file names to have a well-defined naming scheme that can be constructed from the 

entity attributes in GeoCue. 

The screenshot below shows the configuration for a command that calls the Python script 

SCRIPT_NAME.PY located in the GeoCue Common folder tree and passes it the LAS file attached to the 

entity the checklist is associated with. 
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